CareTech CMS ER Wait Time Module

Displays estimated duration of patients' ER wait on hospital website, mobile devices, and more!

Overview
The ER Wait Time module of the CareTech CMS software allows you to post emergency room and urgent care wait times for one or multiple locations, including links to maps and directions.

Content
ER Wait Time can be created with a user friendly form, allowing you to set your own time format and value, and add or edit locations. You can also add additional information using the rich text editor. The wait time can be pulled in from a data source, or added manually by an admin.

Administration
The CareTech CMS administrator pane allows website administrators to add/edit wait times and locations, and manage user permissions all from an easy-to-use interface.

Customization
The CareTech CMS ER Wait Time module can be customized to include a variety of changes to the layout and design, in order to meet the needs of your organization. The front-end display is always part of the module's customization.

Check out ER Wait Time in use on this hospital website:
www.metrohealth.org/expresscare

www.caretech.com > 877.700.8324